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“We would also point out that genetic data is scientific 

data, i.e., evidence. This is a very different category to 

economics, social justice, or psychology.”

From an appeal on a decision at 

Conservation Letters
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Mupepele et al. 2016 An evidence 

assessment tool for ecosystems services 

Ecological Applications



• ecology

• ecosystem services

• social science

• environmental economics 

• development economics 

• development science 

• health (National Institute of Health)

• law (Department of Justice)

• philosophy

interdisciplinary



Evidence evaluation should be based on a logic model that identifies 

key causal pathways from intervention to outcomes

For each link, a clear question should be stated, using PI/ECO frame 

(Population, Intervention/Exposure, Control, Outcome)

Information relevant to question should be gathered from all relevant 

types

Key considerations should be applied to the process of evaluating 

evidence

principles for evidence evaluation
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• Types of evidence (single or multiple)

• Consistency of effect (agreement on sign, size, variance, range)

• Reliability (peer review, source/motivational bias, # of studies)

• Applicability (how well does the body of evidence fit the question)

key evidence considerations



a partnership to forge a shared evidence base for 

health, development, and environment

THE BRIDGE COLLABORATIVE




